Segment:
Line nr:
Line name
Version:
Material:
Ltd:
code:
KW55-04
KW55-05

Diver
55
Pro Dive 3000
Abyssus
titanium + bronze or aluminium bronze
133 pcs
Titanium + Bronze / Black-blue Dial
Aluminium Bronze / Black-blue Dial

History

Visconti watch team has always paid great attention and owned high competence about water and
diving watches. This watch is the latest evolution of professional divers introduced by Visconti on
2014.
CNS scuba divers (Cooperativa Nazionale Sommozzatori) is one of the world's best deep
professional diving companies.
Cooperation between Visconti and CNS scuba divers has led to design and produce a timepiece
with unique technical contents.

Note

The watch-case is mono bloc, for maximum resistance; glass support (5 mm thick high sapphire)
seals the watch from the top and supports the rotating bezel (fixed by the four lugs with screws),
removable from the outside.
The unidirectional gear rack is positioned outside the bezel for maximum cleaning when diving in
polluted environments; an exterior locking device for bezel assures the certainty of the setup of
diving times; the crown has a quick bayonet f lock and not a screwed one, as it often happens in
many divers.
The result of this technological challenge is a 3.000-meter waterproof watch.
The Titanium-bronze Pro Dive combines the two most technologically advanced materials in the
collection: titanium grade 5 and aluminum bronze to achieve the lowest possible weight and the
highest and long-lasting resistance to the demanding marine environment.
The most amazing feature of the Pro-Dive watch is the bayonet crown, a Visconti project, which
allows both the dismantling of the stem from the top when the watch is opened, and the diving with
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crown itself unlocked, as water proof is ensured not by active compression of the O-Rings, but by a
hydraulic seal on the axis.

Technical Features
Movement

Swiss made automatic movement
28.800 A/h.
Adjusted to 5 positions, average rate -5 +10 sec./day.
Soignée finish, self-winding mass with engraved Visconti logo.
Power reserve: approx. 42 hours.
Dimensions: Ø 25.60 mm.
Thickness 5.10 mm.
VI-AC264-02 based on Soprod 9340 m
31 jewels, Glucydur balance wheel.

Functions

Power Reserve: HH, MM, Sweep seconds.
Date window at 2 o'clock.
Power reserve display at 11 o'clock.
Grade 5 titanium monobloc case or
Aluminium bronze monobloc case

Case

micro-shot blasted and satin finished;
bayonet-mounted crown at 2 o'clock with patented
system for unlocking from movement.
Four aluminium-bronze lugs, satin-finished.
5.00 mm thick, flat-convex sapphire watch glass, rotating
aluminium-bronze bezel with engraved time scale and
micro-dot in luminescent material at 0 o'clock,
with external aluminium
bronze saw tooth and sliding rotation bloc at 4 o'clock.
Automatic helium escape valve at 6 o'clock.

Dimensions

Waterproof to

Hands

Strap/Bracelet

Diameter 45.00 mm
Thickness 17.80 mm
Overall dimensions at crown 54.40 mm
Height 57.90 mm
300 ATM
Hands to an exclusive Visconti design: hours, minutes, sweep
seconds hand with triangle.
Luminescent coating.
Triangular power reserve.
In water-resistant leather.
Visconti satin-finish stainless steel buckle.
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